
HEALTHCARE

Challenges
Home-care nurses are sent out into the 
field and management has a lack of 
insight into whether the nurse has made 
it to their on-site location. Nurses will go 
to multiple locations each day and 
management was relying on the nurses 
to provide the details via a paper form at 
the end of each day for administration to 
file. However, with the new EVV 
(Electronic Visit Verification) mandate, it 
is now required to record electronically 
each visit the nurses make. Before team 
on the run the agency had no ability to be 
sure that time, location, and dates were 
recorded properly, and the reporting 
typically took hours to put together.
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Retaining safety while
increasing efficiency 

Key Features

Now, with team on the run, they can instantly show 
proof through My Business' clock-in/out feature that 
the nurse was in location and for the allotted time 
needed. Reports are now filed within minutes and kept 
organized on their desktop for instant access. Team 
on the run also provides emergency alert 
functionality, so if a nurse feels unsafe they can 
instantly, in one-click reach out to their internal 
teams for help. 

Today, healthcare professionals need to 
keep track of how long their home visits 
are for compliancy purposes. In order to 
be as precise as possible they need to 
utilize a clock-in/out solution that can be 
flexible yet efficient enough to funnel 
this information to their managers.

• One-click PTT
• HIPAA Compliant 
• Geolocation
• Carrier Agnostic
• eSignatures
• Easy to Deploy

EVV Mandate

The safety of a field worker is of the 
upmost importance for an organization. 
Empowering employees with an applica-
tion that offers a suite of emergency 
functionality can help ease the mind 
knowing you are only a push of  a button 
away from sending an alert to your 
organization.

Emergency Alerts The need of being able to track and 
clock-in/out employees is only 
considered great if the reports are there 
to back up the information. Luckily, 
through team on the run’s My Business 
suite, you can pull your reports daily, 
weekly, monthly, and yearly in order to 
have all your information clear and 
concise to align with all healthcare 
protocols. 

Robust Reporting


